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Scarf with a horse-shoe cable pattern worked on both right and wrong side rows creating a
double-sided fabric. Any dk/light worsted weight yarn can be used and other yarn weights can
be easily substituted. Scarf is knitted flat then the ends are joined for a circular scarf. Make the
scarf shorter for a cowl. Sample is knitted in Fyberspates Scrumptious DK.

Difficulty level:
Easy/intermediate

Materials:
300 gr/660 m DK/light worsted yarn
4.5 mm/US7 needles
Cable needle
For support please see the support section of my website or join my Ravelry group:
http://www.ravelry.com/groups/yarnaddict..

To make a donation to Shelterbox please go to www.yarnaddict.co.uk or www.shelterbox.org.

Size:
Width: 30 cm/12 in
Length: 160 cm/63 in

Tension:
28 sts = 10 cm/4 in in stitch pattern.
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Abbreviations:
C4B - slip 2 sts onto cable ndl & hold in back, k2,
k2 from cable ndl
C4F - slip 2 sts to cable ndl & hold in front, k2, k2
from cable ndl
cast off = bind off
K – knit
ndl(s) - needle(s)
P – purl
RS – right side (odd rows)
sl wyif - slip st purlwise with yarn in front
st(s) – stitch(es)
WS – wrong side (even rows)

Pattern notes:
Scarf is worked as one long piece and then the
cast on and cast off edges are joined. Choose one
of the methods below:

Method 1: Cast on using any provisional cast on.
Knit scarf to desired length and do not cast off.
Undo provisional cast on and join sts from cast on
and cast off edges by either grafting or working a
three-needle cast off.

Method 2: Cast on using any cast on method.
Work scarf to desired length. Cast off. Sew cast
on and cast off edges together.

If you prefer a wider or narrower scarf, cast on
more or fewer stitches in groups of 16.

Pattern:
Please read pattern notes before starting.

Cast on 84 sts.
Row 1: Work row 1 of chart.
Row 2: Work row 2 of chart.
Continue to work chart until scarf is desired length.

Finishing:
Join cast on and cast off edges. Weave in all loose
ends. Lightly steam press or block scarf.

Chart - Written instructions:
Pattern repeat is in [ ].
R1 (RS): sl wyif, k1, [p8, k8] rep to last 2 sts, k2.
R2 (WS): sl wyif, k1, [p8, k8], k2.
R3: sl wyif, k1, [p8, CF, C4B], rep to last 2 sts, k2
R4: sl wyif, k1, [p8, C4F, C4B], rep to last 2 sts, k2
R5: sl wyif, k1, [p8, k8], rep to last 2 sts, k2.
R6: sl wyif, k1, [p8, k8],rep to last 2 sts,  k2.

Chart:


